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Introduction: fiber is the glue that binds together the African Internet ecosystem

 Few markets symbolize the frenetic race to build up Africa’s digital infrastructure as much as the fiber market. From the data
center to the home, fiber networks provide the pipes that interconnect facilities, cities, countries, and the broader African
continent to the global Internet – and to itself.

 The African fiber market has witnessed significant infrastructure build over the past decade. Twenty five new Africa-focused
submarine cables have landed in the region since 2010, bringing in more than 500 Tbps of potential international capacity.
Terrestrial fiber deployments have crossed the 1 million kilometer-mark; dozens of thousands of mobile network sites are being
fiberized to support mobile broadband. Last mile fiber networks now pass more than 10 million homes and businesses across the
region, four times more than only five years ago. Today, fiber networks are an essential enabler of what we have called Africa’s
age of cloud; they are the glue that binds together the African Internet.

 The African fiber market is in the midst of significant change. The irrepressible growth of data traffic is exploding IP transit
requirements. Soaring demand for cloud and data center connectivity and impending 5G deployments are transforming metro
fiber markets. The rollout of software-defined networks (SDN) is transforming how African wholesale capacity is provisioned. The
arrival of hyperscale cables Equiano, 2Africa and PEACE is not just bringing new capacity; the new cables are actively reshaping
traditional international capacity sales models, forcing wholesale carriers to evolve their business models.

 This is a market rife with paradox. Much has been achieved – and yet, so much remains to be done to extend the reach of fiber.
International capacity buildout is booming, yet economic value has shifted to terrestrial fiber networks. Only a fraction of
available international bandwidth is currently in use – and yet supply is being multiplied by a factor of 4 or 5. The region remains
highly fragmented into small regulatory fiefdoms – and yet economic value increasingly requires borderless, continental, on-net
scale.

 Xalam’s Future of African Fiber report series explores all these questions and more. It is the outcome of a long, arduous and
ambitious effort – an attempt to provide an in-depth view into key trends, economics and overall potential of the African fiber
market, from the first mile to the last mile. As is now Xalam tradition, our commitment remains unyielding, to deliver to you the
best research value for money you will find on this topic, on these markets. Anywhere. We hope this research will live up to that
standard.

Malaikum Xalam.
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African fiber capacity market snapshot

*Africa-focused cables only; excluding International cables – cables passing through an African landing point (typically on the African East Coast), but not dedicated to, nor targeting African markets (e.g. SE-ME-WE-3, EIG, AAE-1, etc.).  
Sources: System providers, Xalam Analytics estimates

~35

Cable systems*

~600 Tbps

Design international capacity (2022E)*

~30%

Cloud & content capacity demand annual 
growth projection

~$4bn
Wholesale data revenue target (2026F)

~1m

Kms of terrestrial fiber

~12m
Homes/Premises passed by fiber
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They (and others) are transforming African fiber markets
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About our Future of African Fiber report series

African fiber markets are highly fragmented and complex. For ease of analysis, and to make the data and insights easier to absorb and as relevant to the reader as possible, we have distributed the analysis
across 4 main regionally-focused, stand-alone but complementary reports.
 Future of African Fiber: Pan-African Overview
 Future of African Fiber: South Africa
 Future of African Fiber: East & Horn of Africa
 Future of African Fiber: West & Central Africa

Consolidated analysis including all 
regions and country snapshots

CONSOLIDATED AFRICA 
ANALYSIS

WEST & CENTRAL AFRICA EAST & HORN OF AFRICA SOUTH AFRICA

Analysis is focused on fiber markets 
in the West and Central Africa region 
– including markets such as Nigeria, 

DRC, Cote-d’Ivoire, Cameroon, 
Senegal and more 

Analysis is focused on fiber markets 
in the East Africa region – including 
markets such as Kenya, Tanzania, 

Ethiopia, Sudan and more 

Analysis is focused on the South 
African fiber market only
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The scope of this report – from the first fiber mile to the last mile

International & cross-border long-haul 
connections

Domestic/Interurban long-haul links Metro/Short-haul links FTTH

 IPLC
 IP TRANSIT
 MPLS
 WAVELENGTHS

 MPLS
 DARK FIBER IRUs
 ETHERNET
 DWDM
 SDH

 METRO LEASED LINES
 FIBRE TO THE TOWER
 FIBRE TO THE BUSINESS
 FIBRE TO THE HOME (WHOLESALE

MODEL)

 FIBRE TO THE BUSINESS
 FIBRE TO THE HOME

FIRST MILE – WET SEGMENT MIDDLE MILE – DRY SEGMENT LAST MILE – DRY SEGMENT

Primary focus of the analysis Secondary focus of the analysis
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Purchase online at xalamanalytics.com
Contact us at hello@xalamanalytics.com
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